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Mildy anisotropic nonspherical molecules like nitroge
and carbon monoxide can form solid phases which exh
long range translational order without long range orien
tional order. Such phases are referred to as rotator phas
plastic crystals. Recent studies using Monte Carlo and
lecular dynamics computer simulation have shown that
kind of phase occurs on freezing of slightly nonspheri
model particles with hard core potentials such a h
dumbbells,1–4 hard spherocylinders5–7 and hard ellipsoids.8

For larger anisotropies or at high pressure such phases
come unstable with respect to orientationally orde
solids.3–7 The phase diagram of hard dumbbells in the reg
where the plastic crystal phase becomes unstable was stu
by Vegaet al.4 In this work evidence was presented indica
ing that the density change on freezing of the fluid into
plastic crystal phase becomes very small at a triple p
where the fluid phase, the plastic crystal phase and an o
tationally ordered solid phase coexist.

Recently Bolhuis and Frenkel7 have presented an exten
sive computer simulation study of the phase diagram of
hard spherocylinder model. This study covered a wide ra
of molecular anisotropies including very long particles whi
can form liquid crystalline phases in addition to solids a
isotropic fluids. For mild anisotropies the molecular shap
represented by the hard dumbbell and hard spherocylin
models are quite similar and it might be anticipated that
solid-fluid phase diagram would reflect this. Indeed, Bolh
and Frenkel7 presented a comparison of some of their resu
for hard spherocylinders with those for hard dumbbells2–4

and the agreement was seen to be very close. However
Gibbs-Duhem integration procedure7,9 used in their work is
not reliable near the limit of stability of the plastic cryst
phase. Thus their data was only sufficient to make a ro
estimate of the phase diagram in this rather narrow but n
ertheless important region of molecular anisotropy. T
manner in which Bolhuis and Frenkel drew the terminat
of the plastic crystal phase differs from that presented
hard dumbbells.4 In particular they show a substantial de
sity change on freezing of the fluid into the plastic crys
phase at the triple point. In view of the otherwise go
agreement with the results for hard dumbbells and the ra
clear evidence for a small fluid to plastic crystal dens
change in the hard dumbbell model4 we have undertaken
closer comparison of the results for the two models. We h
also calculated the solid-fluid coexistence properties fo
hard spherocylinder model near the limit of stability of t
plastic crystal phase using a method which is more relia
in this region. These new results and the comparisons
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will present between hard dumbbells and hard spherocy
ders indicate that the two model systems behave in a sim
way in the region where plastic crystal phase becomes
stable. Below we present this comparison and also a
brief remarks on the significance of these results.

Figures 1 and 2 show the density vs anisotropy and p
sure vs anisotropy phase diagrams of hard dumbbells
hard spherocylinders from the computer simulation data. T
reduced units for pressure, density and length are define

p* 5 pd3/kT ; r* 5rd3; L* 5L/s ~1!

whered is the diameter of the sphere with the same volu
as the dumbbell or spherocylinder,L is the cylinder length of
the spherocylinder or the bond length of the dumbbell ands
is the cylinder diameter for the spherocylinder or the at
diameter for the dumbbell. We have calculated additio
coexistence points for hard spherocylinders withL* 50.30,
0.35 and 0.37.10 The solid phase equations of state and fr
energies were computed using Monte Carlo simulations w
108 molecules using the same methods as those employe
Vegaet al.4 The fluid phase equation of state and free en
gies were computed from the accurate equation of stat
Nezbeda.11 Notice that the agreement between the data
the two models is very good when plotted in this way. T
dependence of the coexistence properties uponL* for the
two models is very similar in the region where the plas
crystal phase becomes unstable. In both models the de
difference between the plastic crystal and the fluid becom
very small and the coexistence pressure rises sharply
increasingL* . Clearly the existence of a triple point wher
the fluid, plastic crystal and an orientationally ordered so
phase coexist is a distinct possibility for both systems.

In order to understand the behavior in Figs. 1 and 2 i
useful to includeL* in the thermodynamics as a parameter
the Gibbs or Helmholtz free energies that plays the role of
additional field variable.2,7 For example the Gibbs-Duhem
equation becomes

dm5v dp1k dL, ~2!

wherek5(]m/]L)p5(]A/]L)v , m is the chemical poten-
tial, A is the Helmholtz free energy per molecule andv is the
volume per molecule. A first order phase transition would
one with non zero differences inv and/or k between the
phases. The Clapeyron equation takes the form2,7
7/107(7)/2696/2/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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@dp/dL#52 ~Dk/Dv ! . ~3!

Integration of Eq.~3! provides a method of calculating co
existence properties as a function ofL given an initial
condition.7,9 Clearly the sharp rise in the solid-fluid coexis
ence pressure and the sharp decrease in the density ch
on freezing as the stability limit of the plastic crystal is a
proached shown in Figs. 1 and 2 correlate well with t
above expression. These observations also point to the d
culty of using the integration of Eq.~3! for calculating coex-
istence properties in this region ofL, as was noted by
Bolhuis and Frenkel.7

The phase rule for an n component hard nonspher
particle system made up of particles with identical diamet
~i.e, values ofs) can be written as

F52n112p, ~4!

where F is the number of degrees of freedom andp the
number of phases. The term 2n comes from the need to
specify an anisotropy variable plus a composition varia
~or chemical potential! for each component in fixing the sta
of a mixture of hard nonspherical particles. The phase rul
consistent with the occurrence of triple points for a sin
component hard dumbbell or hard spherocylinder system
particular values ofL.

On the basis of Fig. 1 there are two scenarios for
precise form of the phase diagram in the region where
plastic crystal becomes unstable that are consistent with
phase rule. One possibility is that the density change
tween fluid and plastic crystal could vanish prior to a trip
point being reached. This would lead to reentrant fluid
plastic crystal to fluid behavior for a very narrow region
L.12 A vanishing density change is unusual behavior fo
first order transition but is not forbidden sinceDk Þ 0.
Interestingly, Singer and Mumaugh2 provide data fork for
different values ofL for hard dumbbells and it is evident tha

FIG. 1. Reduced coexistence densities as a function ofL* for hard dumb-
bells ~solid lines! and hard spherocylinders~open symbols!. Results for hard
dumbbells were taken from Vegaet al. ~Refs. 3, 4!. The data of Singer and
Mumaugh ~Ref. 2! are in good agreement with these. The open circ
correspond to the results of Bolhuis and Frenkel for hard spherocylin
~Ref. 7! and the open squares correspond to the results of this work for
spherocylinders.
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Dk changes sign in the neighborhood ofL* 50.12 butDv
remains nonzero~in this region a plot ofps3/kT vs L*
exhibits a minimum!. The second possibility is a triple poin
with a very small but finite density change between the fl
and plastic crystal phases.13 This is fully consistent with the
available simulation results and on existing evidence wo
appear to be the more likely scenario.
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FIG. 2. Reduced coexistence pressures as a function ofL* for hard dumb-
bells ~solid lines! and hard spherocylinders~open symbols!. Results for hard
dumbbells were taken from Vegaet al. ~Ref. 3, 4!. The data of Singer and
Mumaugh ~Ref. 2! are in good agreement with these. The open circ
correspond to the results of Bolhuis and Frenkel for hard spherocylin
~Ref. 7! and the open squares correspond to the results of this work for
spherocylinders.
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